Corporate reorganizations and project management

Strategically effective reorganization
In an increasingly competitive market, success requires an efficient corporate structure that is designed to minimize costs and optimize profits. Whether prompted by an acquisition, spin-off or internal restructuring, EY Law helps clients to manage changes to their corporate organization more effectively. We can deliver better value with less risk by strategically addressing all legal implications for our clients, by providing high quality client centric legal advice and sophisticated project management.

Cohesive and multidisciplinary advice
EY lawyers work alongside experienced business professionals in EY’s tax, consulting, accounting and financial advisory practices in order to deliver cohesive guidance to clients. EY Law can advise and assist with the execution of a variety of corporate restructuring activities, including:

► Pre-transaction restructuring, including multinational spin-offs and the separation of divisions, business lines or other assets into separate corporate structures
► Post-acquisition integration of acquired company groups
► Operational and fiscal reorganizations designed to create efficient group structures
► Group simplification projects to remove dormant or surplus companies

Efficient project management
Especially with multidisciplinary and multi-jurisdictional corporate reorganizations, it is a challenge to coordinate different types of legal services providers efficiently – a challenge many of our clients have experienced in the past. However, no matter how complex a reorganization may be, there is no longer a need to
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Law – passion for excellence

To ensure that our advice is tailored to our clients’ business needs, we focus on a number of sectors. These are: Automotive; Banking and Capital Markets; Government and Public Sector; Life Sciences; Mining and Metals; Oil and Gas; Power and Utilities; Private Equity; Real Estate; Technology; and Telecommunications.

Our lawyers work alongside professionals from other parts of EY’s business, including Assurance, Tax, Transactions and Advisory.

Serving you across borders, our sector-focused, multidisciplinary approach means we offer integrated and comprehensive pertinent advice you can trust.
split the legal work and responsibilities and engage multiple legal service providers, as EY Law provides a one-stop-shop and project management services for all relevant legal services, without compromising on overall quality.

Working in cross-border, interdisciplinary teams, we advise on many different legal areas, including corporate law, commercial law, intellectual property, employment and employee benefits. We apply a detailed project management approach that takes into account global objectives and client needs, while facilitating compliance with local laws, business and cultural practice at the same time.

53% of clients say they find it challenging to coordinate different types of legal service providers efficiently

39% would prefer to use a one-stop shop for legal services

In line with EY's commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this document has been printed on paper with a high recycled content.

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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